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CHAPTER THREE 
FINDING THE WOMEN'S SPACE: 
MUSLIM WOMEN AND THE MOSQUE 
JAMILA HUSSAIN 
In most major world religions, it has been argned that initial concepts 
of gender eqnality were eroded gradually by the development of 
patriarchal norms (Abrabam 1995: 17-20; Oojitham 1995: 53; Kabilsingh 
1995: 58; Schmidt 1989: 163, 208, 211-212). In recent times, in western 
religious discourse, women have challenged the inequality between men 
and women in the church and religious estahlishments. However, in areas 
of the world which have remained relatively unaffected by western ideas 
of gender equality, differential treatment of men and women persists. This 
is particularly noticeahle in Muslim countries where segregation and 
unequal treatment continues to be justified on religious grounds, despite 
liberating statements in the primary sources ofQuran and Hadith.1 
When Muslim communities migrate, becoming minorities in western 
countries, a dilemma arises: should traditional norms be rigorously 
preserved in the new enviromnent, or should changes be allowed to adapt 
to the new circumstances of a society with much more liberal attitudes 
towards women? Muslim communities in Australia were established by 
first generation migrants who tended to recreate as far as possible the 
conditions of their home communities. In most cases, these communities 
made little provision for the participation of women in mosques and 
Islamic associations, relying on the practices of their home countries and 
traditional interpretations of religiOUS texts, which stressed the need for 
segregation of men and women and encouraged women to stay at home. 
Now a new generation has grown up of active, educated Australian 
Muslim women, many of whom are no longer prepared to be limited by 
the conditions of the past. This· chapter examines the participation of 
women in Sydney mosques and Islamic societies, and the attitudes of 
Imams and religious leaders towards women's involvement in religious 
spheres that traditionally have been reserved for men. 
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The importance of the mosque in community life 
The mosque is the central focus point of a Muslim community. In 
Australia, the principal role of the mosque is to provide the location for 
congregational Friday prayer, and the delivery of the Friday khutbah 
(sermon). Most large mosques also serve as a community centre, offering 
classes in Quran and Hadith for adults and children and serving as a venue 
for lectures, discussions and other religious activities. It may also be the 
focus of social activity for the elderly, especially those who do not speak 
English well and are unable to participate much in mainstream life, 
especially at festival times when the whole community may come to the 
mosque for communal prayer and a get together. 
In the early days of migration, it was a priority for each community on 
arrival in Australia, to set about raising funds to establish its own ethnic-
specific mosque, which, unsurprisingly, tended to replicate the culture of 
the mosques of the home country. In Sydney, Lakemba mosque, formally 
known as the Imam Ali ben Abi Taleb mosque, opened in 1977, was the 
first and largest, and serves mainly Lebanese and other Arabic speaking 
Sunni communities. Surry Hills mosque was inaugnrated shortly 
afterwards, initially as a mosque with a multicultural congregation, but at 
a later stage it was "taken over" by a conservative group of Indo-Pakistani 
origin which changed its ethos, especially in relation to the participation of 
women. 
The Gallipoli mosque at Auburn, opened in 1979, is the largest mosque 
serving the Turkish community, but other Turkish mosques exist in other 
areas of Sydney. Rooty Hill mosque is the principal mosque for the Indo-
Pakistani community. Apart from these, there are mosques for Bosnian, 
Bangladeshi, Indonesian, Malay, Fijian Indian, South African and Afghani 
Sunni communities as well as several Shia mosques which cater for 
immigrants of Lebanese, Iranian and Afghan backgrounds who follow the 
Shia stream ofIslam. 
The place of women in the mosque 
Islamic teaching is that attendance at Friday prayer at the mosque is 
compulsory for men but optional for women. This difference is explained 
on the basis that women may have family duties that prevent them from 
coming to the mosque. It is therefore acceptable for them to perform their 
religious obligations at home. Unfortunately, over the years in most 
Muslim countries, this concession hardened into a virtual prohibition, 
strongly discouraging women from coming to the mosque. 











